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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Welcome message of Max Rendina

I am delighted to give to the motorsports fans my warmest welcome, for an
appointment in which the City of Rome and Lazio will host sportsmen and
sportswomen from all over the world.
We are very proud that This edition of Rally di Roma Capitale will celebrate the arrival
of the Italian and international drivers who will liven up the Italian Rally
Championship and the European Rally Championship, sporting events
The Rally di Roma Capitale is preparing to allow fans, and not, to experience a
memorable edition with an international prestige conquered with the hard work and
the professionalism of the whole organizational staff.
The Rally di Roma Capitale today represents a point of reference, a concrete
example of how an event can coexist with the territory, bringing not only the
prestige of an international race, but also energies and valuable resources in tourism.
We are, therefore, ready to receive the excellence of the rally, giving drivers, teams
and fans one of the best motorsport event on our territory, sure that the
participation on Rally di Roma Capitale 2017 will be a valuable memory for each of
them.
My wish is that those days of competition will be for everyone a moment of fun and
rewarding sporting challenge, I would like to thank those that have concretely
worked with the organization and for the success of this important event.
A Big thanks to the whole local Authorities involved and to all the sponsors which,
with their support, have contributed to the creation of our beatifull event.
Max Rendina
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1.2. Rally Description
ROMA - An impressive route to the 5th Rally of Rome Capital, scheduled from 15th
to 17th September 2017, a race having the validity as the stage of the European
Championship Rally FIA, the Italian Rally Championship and the Italian Cup - Regional
Championship. 36 are Municipalities involved and nearly 1000 kilometers of route
with 12 special stages; the event, organized by Motorsport Italia and co-ordinated
by the Roman driver Max Rendina, will be the protagonist of a vast territory of Lazio
with timed stages that will take place in Rome and in many places in the south of the
capital until arriving at the town of Pico. Below the program:
SHAKEDOWN QUALIFYING STAGE – ERC, ITALIAN RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP,
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP Km 3.48 at Torre Cajetani
– Thursday 14th September from 13:30 to 20:30
Torre Cajetani is one of the smallest towns in the Frosinone's Province, just over
1400 inhabitants, is one of the most beautiful areas of the Ciociaria territory and
close to Fiuggi where will be located the heart of Rally di Roma Capitale.
The delightful village of Torre Cajetani will host the Qualifying Stages for the
European Rally Championship and the Shakedown dedicated to the Italian and
National Championships.
It starts on Thursday at 13.30 on an initial part with a strong hill climb and a very fast
twisty section, then it reach Torre Cajetani and finally finish on the fast and
spectacular downhill bend towards the borders of the town of Trivigliano close to
Fiuggi.
Here spectators could admire all the cars in the rally with absolute beautiful view of
their drivers and co-drivers.
A well-structured route for this beautiful stage, very close to the Fiuggi's service
park.
SS 1 – “ACI ROMA ARENA” Km 2.40 Side by Side
– Friday 15th September starting from 18:30
Aci Roma Arena the super special stage of Rally di Roma Capitale which takes place
in one of the most beautiful spot of Rome.
The super special stage of Rally di Roma Capitale is one of the best SSS in the world,
just next to Palazzo della Civiltà del Lavoro will take place in the “Eur” area, one of
the historical, but at the same time modern, district of the italian's Capital.
A real arena where the spectator welcomes with enthusiasm the evolutions of the
rally drivers.
This year again, the creator of the Rally di Roma Capitale Max Rendina, along with
the company Motorsport Italia, wanted to give the fans this super special stage with
free of charge entrance.
For the second time in a row spectator could watch the Side by Side track challenges
that will feature not only the drivers of the Italian Rally Championship but the
European Rally Championship drivers too.
A fantastic 2,400 mt race, very exciting for the public with its curves, hairpins and
straight lines and made even more spectacular by the choreography and the lighting.
Impressive is the sound that build up in this arena where the roar of engines
is blended with applause and cheering of 30,000 spectators.
The first start of the super special stage will be given at 18:30 on Friday, September
15, and the cars will start in reverse order.
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SS 2 / 5 – COLLE SAN MAGNO “TURRIZIANI PETROLI” Km 13.65
– Saturday 16th September
first run at 9:57 – second run at 18:03
A great stage with a very fast first part and a second twisty part! The stage start righ
t in the center of the village of Roccasecca.
A spectacular start consisting in a series of hairpins that, from the center of the town,
continue along the valley that climb towards the village of Colle San Magno.
The first 7 Km are characterized by a fast road broken by spectacular uphill curves
leading to the town of Colle San Magno.
The spectator would like to know that, right after the start, there are two hairpins in
the center of the village of Roccasecca where they can spectate the performance of
the rally drivers.
From Colle San Magno, the race becomes narrower and the last three kilometers are
exciting for the drivers with a very demanding downhill section marked by a series
of hairpins.
A route with an exciting view with rocks and cliffs overlooking the valley of Cassino,
which ends near the historic Via Casilina.
SS 3 / 6 – GRECI – PICO “PICUS” Km 26.44
– Saturday 16th September
first run at 10:51 – second run at 18:57
A "famous" special stage that has contributed to write the history of the Italian
rallies by introducing them throughout Italy with its historic passage through the
"Pico square", where drivers are supported by the crowd, the flash of the
photographers and applause.
This year there will be a welcome return to the past with the start at the Pontecorvo
border where after 7 km there is a very tight and challenging right turn up to two
jumps in a few meters where it's forbidden to make mistakes.
In this section, the special stage is characterized by a narrow, winding road with
speed bumps and narrow bends where the co-driver and its pace notes will be
extremely important for the driver.
In the last section, the road becomes narrower with the presence of a spectacular
entry into the wider road that leads the drivers to face the last 6 km of fast road until
they arrive at the entrance of Pastena where the stage ends.
SS 4 – PICO “ECOPETROL” Km 14.34
– Saturday 16th September starting from 13:54
This is a spectacular special stage, the same as GRECI PICO "PICUS" stage, but the
start of the stage N° 4 is 200 meters before the famous “Hairpin” inside the town,
right next to the post office of Pico! This will be the third pass in the village square
which makes it even more fun.
SS 7 / 10 – CAVE – ROCCA S. STEFANO “BIG CAPUT MUNDI” Km 32.70
– Sunday 17th September
first run at 8:13 – second run at 12:11
A crucial special stage, among the longest stages of the entire Italian Rally
Championship that will make the difference in the ranking among the racing drivers.
Completely redesigned, the Sunday's special stage encompasses three new sections
of road where champions will exalt themselves in paths that represent a real piece
of history of this sport at national level.
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The start is near Cave, in the province of Rome, with 18 uphill hairpins different from
each other, one more challenging than the other! Going trought you reach Rocca di
Cave where the spectators in security stations can spectate the stage.
After about five kilometers, following the direction of Capranica Prenestina, the
section of the road is an alternation of demanding straight lines and bends that
anticipate the passage through the square of Capranica Prenestina.
Spectacular and emotional the passage through the square of Capranica Prenestina,
which anticipates the final section of the stage more than five kilometers completely
downhill and where determination, right setup and lots of courage will make the
difference.
The stage then goes through the two historic towns of San Vito Romano and
Bellegra, where the spectators will get a chance to cheer for their favourites.
The path is characterized by a spectacular crossing in the village of Rocca Santo
Stefano and then heading toward Subiaco where the drivers will face the most
demanding five kilometers of a stage.
In the last part, a spectacular and completely blind jump leads the drivers to the end
of this exciting "BIG CAPUT MUNDI" stage.
At the end of th e stage, a beautiful road section will go trought a stamp control
within the old Subiaco Paper Factory in the Old Village.
SS 8 / 11 – MONASTERO – JENNE “SAN SPECO” Km 8.63
– Sunday 17th September
first run at 9:08 am – second run at 13:06 pm
A eight kilometer-long special stage surrounded by cliffs and hanging rocks that give
big spectacularity to this section of street.
Fun and pure adrenaline alternating in these few kilometers of race where it's
important to feel the rhythm of the co-driver's pace notes.
The start is after the first tunnel of the "Monastery", to continue on a section of road
called "the little tour of the Course" used for the old rallies of “Rome” and “Castelli
Romani”, this stage recalls the typical routes of the famous French event.
In Rally di Roma Capitale the route is extended to the gate of the town of Jenne at
1 400 m. a.s.l. in a very demanding section of road that ends near the center of the
village.
A very challenging special stage but at the same time made exciting by the beautiful
environment that drives the crews to Jenne's town.
SS 9 / 12 – ALTIPIANI - GUARCINO “GRUPPO L’AUTOMOBILE” Km 11.75
- Sunday 17th September
first run at 9:48 am – second run at 13:46 pm
A well-known and popular section of race in the area that alternates fast parts of
special stages as well as twisty ones.
A great stage in this edition that will give many surprises with the reversal of the
route that this year will go from the Arcinazzo Highlands to Guarcino.
A special stage that is without a doubt much more challenging than the previous
editions but more beautiful and demanding.
At the first impression this stage seems to be a normal section of a local road,
instead, after the first part, it's clear that in this stage mistakes are forbidden.
A stretch with a little jump in the middle of the stage and the last two kilometers
with a series of spectacular curves amidst a lush green clearing. A big crowd
underlying this special stage that ends next to the beautiful Guarcino village.
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2. CONTACT DETAILS
2.1. Permanent Secretariat and postal address:
MOTORSPORT ITALIA Srl
Via Charles Le Normant, 154/156
00119 – ROMA -ITALY
Tel: +39 06 521 8731, +39 06 523 1171
Fax: +39 06 527 1647
email: info@rallydiromacapitale.it
website: rallydiromacapitale.it
CRO email: crorallydiroma@gmail.com
CRO Phone number +39 331 636 81 57
2.2. Rally HQ (from 12th September to 17th September):
Fiuggi – Grand Hotel Palazzo della Fonte *****
Via dei Villini,7 – 03015 – Fiuggi (Frosinone)
Tel. +39 0775 5081
email: info@rallydiromacapitale.it
GPS N-41°47.736’ | E-13°13.166’
2.3. Rally Office opening hours:
Tuesday, 12th September
Wednesday, 13th September
Thursday, 14th September
Friday, 15th September
Saturday, 16th September
Sunday, 17th September

- 8:00 – 20:00
- 8:00 – 20:00
- 8:00 – 23:00
- 7:00 – 24:00
- 7:00 – 24:00
- 7:00 – 23:00

2.4. Officials of the event:
Mr Bruno De Pianto
– President of the Organising committee
Mr Emanuele Inglesi
– Vice President of the Organising committee
Mr Gianluca Marotta
– Clerk of the Course
Mr Mauro Furlanetto
– Deputy Clerk of the Course
Mr Federico Crocoli
– Chief Safety Officer
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3. RALLY PROGRAMME
3.1. Schedule before The Rally Week
TUESDAY – 25th JULY
Supplementary regulations and entry form publication
FRIDAY – 25th AUGUST
Rally Guide publication
WEDNESDAY – 30th AUGUST
Final closing date for entries and co-driver details
Roadbook and route map issuing
MONDAY – 4th SEPTEMBER

Publication of List of Entries in seeded order
(approved by the FIA)
Original entry form must reach the Organiser
Closing date for Media Accreditation with the National
Press Officer
TUESDAY – 5th SEPTEMBER
Closing date for helicopters' registration
FRIDAY – 8th SEPTEMBER
Closing date for ordering service park facilities
Closing date for consecutive service area requests
Closing date for shakedown registration for Non
Priority drivers

website
website
permanent
secretariat
website

permanent
secretariat

permanent
secretariat

permanent
secretariat

3.2. Schedule during The Rally Week
TUESDAY – 12th SEPTEMBER
08:00 - 20:00
Opening Headquarter-

08:00

RALLY HQ
Service Park
(Fiuggi Fonte
Anticolana)

Opening Service Park

Collection of Material and Document
Collection Road Book and Maps
15:00 - 21:00
Closing date for co-driver registration
Collection of tracking units System for reconnaissance
Administrative Check
WEDNESDAY – 13th SEPTEMBER
08:00 - 20:00
Rally Headquarter and Media Centre open hours
08:00 - 20:00
Reconnaissance
09:00 - 13:00
Administrative Check

15:30 - 22:30

RALLY HQ
(Grand Hotel
Palazzo Della
Fonte)

RALLY HQ

RALLY HQ
Fiuggi (P.zza
Scrutineering All Drivers
Martiri di Nassyria)
RALLY HQ
Team Manager's meeting (ERC registered competitors)

20:00
THURSDAY - 14th SEPTEMBER
07:00 - 11:00
Reconaissance
08:00 - 23:00
Rally Headquarter and Media Centre open hours
10:30
Publication of the Start List for QS
12:00 - 13:00
Return of tracking units System for Reconnaissance
13:30 - 15:30
Free Practice for FIA & ERC Priority Driver
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Rally HQ/website
RALLY HQ
TORRE CAJETANI

16:30
17:30 - 20:30
18:00
18:30

Qualifying Stage for FIA & ERC Priority Driver
Shakedown for non-Priority Driver
Publication of the QS Provisional Results
Publication of the QS Final Results
Publication Start List for Ceremonial Start and Leg 1
20:00
Section 1
FRIDAY – 15th SEPTEMBER
07:00 - 24:00
Rally Headquarter and Media Centre open hours
09:00 - 12:00
Reconaissance SS1

12:00 - 14:00

Cars Enter in Holding Area Pre Ceremonial Start

13:00
13:30
14:00
15:00

Drivers Official Photo
Start Order Selection
Pre-event Press Conference
Autograph Session FIA & ERC and National Driver

16:00

1' Cars Leave Holding Area Pre Ceremonial Start

16:45

Ceremonial Start & Tour di Roma

17:30 - 18:10

1' Cars Enter in Holding Area Pre Start

18:15

RALLY START - Start for Leg 1

21:00

Finish Leg 1 (Section 1)

21:30
Publication Start List for Leg 1 Section 2
SATURDAY 16 September 2017
07:00 - 24:00
Rally Headquarter and Media Centre open hours

TORRE CAJETANI
TORRE CAJETANI
RALLY HQ
RALLY HQ
Rally HQ/website
RALLY HQ
Appendix
Roma (Bocca della
Verita')
Colosseum Area
Colosseum Area
Colosseum Area
C/C Euroma 2
Roma Viale
Pasteur)
Roma (Bocca della
Verita')
Roma Eur (Via
Romolo Murri)
Roma Eur (Via
Romolo Murri)
Fiuggi (P.zza
Martiri di Massyria)
Rally HQ/website

08:00

Re - Start Leg 1 - (section 2)

20:50

Finish Leg 1

22:00

Deadline confirmation of Rally 2 restart intention

22:30

Publication Partial Unofficial Classification Leg 1

RALLY HQ
Fiuggi (Parc
Ferme')
Fiuggi (Parc
Ferme')
Rally HQ
Rally HQ/website

23:30

Publication of Start List Leg 2

Rally HQ/website

SUNDAY 17 September 2017
07:00 -23:00
Rally Headquarter and Media Centre open hours
07:00
Start of Leg 2

17:00

Rally Finish

17:15
17:45

Podium Ceremony - Prizes Giving
Post Event Press Conference

18:00

Final Checks

20:00
20:30

Publication of the provisional Final Classification
Publication of the Official Final Classification
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Rally HQ
Fiuggi
Roma (Pontile di
Ostia)
Roma
Roma
Viale Charles
Lenormant
Rally HQ/website
Rally HQ/website

4. ENTRY DETAILS
4.1.
4.1.1.








Titles for which the rally counts:
FIA ERC:
FIA European Rally Championship for Drivers and Co-Drivers
FIA European Rally Championship for Teams
FIA ERC 2 Championship for Drivers and Co-Drivers
FIA ERC 3 Championship for Drivers and Co-Drivers
FIA ERC Junior Championship U27 for Drivers
FIA ERC Junior Championship U28 for Drivers
ERC Ladies Trophy (Promoter’s title)

4.1.2. National:

Italian Rally Championship for Drivers, Co-drivers and Teams

Italian Regional Rally Cup
4.2. Entry Fees:
Normal fee from AUGUST at ending entry data - per car
With the optional advertising:

Without the optional advertising:

4WD Private or legal entrant:

€ 3.000,00

€ 6.000,00

NR4 Priv or legal entrant:

€ 2.000,00

€4.000,00

2WD Priv or legal entrant

€ 1.000,00

€ 2.000,00

Legal entrants must possess a valid entrant’s license.
22% VAT will be added to the entry fees due to the fact that the rally is organised in
Italy.
Private entrant: Car entered by a member of the crew who competes under his/her
own name or pseudonym.
Legal entrant: Car entered by a team or a company or other legal entity, holding a
valid legal entrant's licence.
Private or Legal entrants not carrying the organiser's optional advertising must notify it on their entry form.
4.3. Payment details:
Entry fees must be paid to the following bank account ( 1 or 2 ):
Bank Account Name:
Account No:
SWIFT/BIC CODE:
IBAN Code:
Bank Address:

Motorsport Italia S.r.l.
0000001006
BPMIITMMXX
IT71T055840326000000001006
Banca Popolare di Milano
Via Umerto Giordano
82-00124 Roma
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Motorsport Italia S.r.l.
000000002247
BAPPIT21N87
IT34N0503403233000000002247
Banca Popolare di Novara
Piazza Filippo il Macedone
82-00124 Roma

4.4.

Entry package for ERC priority and non-priority drivers:
ERC Team Legal entry

ERC Priority
Vehicle Plates per car:
VIP (or guest) plates
Service plates
Auxiliary plates
Services: (a)
Access to ERC
Service Area
Area in Service Park

ERC1 / ERC2 / ERC3

ERC Team Private
entry
ERC1 / ERC2 / ERC3

Legal or private entry

1
2
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

Yes

Yes

Yes

150m² for 1 car
+ 50m² for each add.
car

100m² for 1 car
+ 50m² for each add.
car

100m² for 1 car
+ 50m² for each
add.car

2
2
4
2

1
1
2
2

1
1
2
2

2
8

2
6

2
6

Printed material and Passes per

car: (b)
Regulations
Road book sets
Route maps
Programmes
Permanent ERC Passes per car
Crew
Team

(a) = subject to available space and the agreement of the organiser and the ERC Promoter
(b) = minimum requirements – additional resources subject to negotiation between the competitor and
the Rally Organiser.
(c) = At the request of the competitor, in case of the space availability, the Organiser may provide
additional area in the Service Park for extra charge (priority will be given to competitors – legal entrants).
Additional space can be ordered for a price of 20 € per 1 m².

5. SERVICE PARK
5.1. Location
Only one Service Park located in Fiuggi will be organised during the Rally.
Surface: tarmac, concrete.
Location: Parking in front of Terme di Fiuggi
Via Fonte Anticolana
GPS Coordinates: N 41°47.356' ; E 13°12.828'
5.2. Access
Service Park will be opened from Tuesday, 12th September 2017, 8:00
Service Park can be entered only with competition cars, Service cars (SERVICE plates)
and Auxiliary vehicles (AUXILIARY plates).
All plates must be affixed to the upper side of the windscreen on the right
(passenger) side. Removal of the sticker is prohibited until the end of the rally.
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Reconnaissance cars, VIP vehicles and trailers are not allowed to enter the Service
Park. Nearby Parking area will be available for the other registered vehicles
(Recce/VIP) and trailers.
5.3. Service Area
The competitor is obliged to service only within the allocated service area in the
Service Park. These regulations will be controlled by the Chief of the Service Park.
Any infringement in this field will result in charging a double fee for additional
service area.
Area in Service Park:
ERC registered teams and drivers
Legal entrant
Private entrant
ERC1 / ERC2 /
ERC1 / ERC2 /
ERC3
ERC3

Non-registered teams and drivers

Legal entrant

Private entrant

Service Park
Area in Service
Park

150m² for 1 car
+ 50m² for
each add. car

100m² for 1 car
+ 50m² for each
add. car

100m² for 1 car
+ 50m² for each add.car

Teams that, due to logistics, need to stay together or having any special requests
must send them by E-mail to Team’s Relations Coordinator.
At the request of the competitor, in case of the space availability, the Organiser may
provide additional area in the Service Park for extra charge (priority will be given to
competitors – legal entrants). Additional space can be ordered for a price of 10 € per
1 m².
The Organisers will make ll reasonable efforts in order to satisfy the needs of all
Teams.
The Joint Service Request form must be received by Friday, 8th September 2017. No
further changes will be accepted after this date.
5.4. Service Park Rules
5.4.1. Maximum speed
Maximum speed inside the Service Park is limited by 30 km/h.
5.4.2. Catering within the Service Park and the Remote Service Zone
Apart from the provision of a catering service for the drivers and service crew
personnel of a team, any other form of catering or sale of food and beverages in the
service park is prohibited. The only exception is where a written agreement has been
entered into between a team and the organisers.
A fine of 1 000 € will be applied in respect of any infringement of this regulation.
The organiser will provide a catering service within the Service Park for all team
personnel and spectators.
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5.4.3. Shows and exhibitions in service area
If any team or company would like to organise shows or exhibitions for their guests
in service area, they must ask organisers for permission before Administrative
Checks. All shows and exhibitions in service area without permission of organisers
are strictly forbidden.
5.4.4. Tidiness
All crews are obliged to use a liquid-proof tarp under competition cars. Drilling or
any other damages to the surface of the Service Park have to be avoided. Each
Competitor is liable for the damages to the Service Zone allocated to them. The
crews are responsible for the removal of their waste and sewage. After the rally, the
Service Park has to be handed over in tidy condition.
The Organiser will charge a deposit of 50 €. It will be refund after the rally on
condition that the service area allocated to the crew will be cleaned.
5.5. Facilities
All FIA ERC registered drivers will have free access to:
 A secured and safe power
 Running water
 Internet connection (WIFI)
The following services will be available for all Competitors:
 General lighting
 General Security
 Public toilets
 Garbage containers and waste collection
 Oil removal
The following extra facilities could be ordered for use in the service area:
 WC for the team’s private use
 Electricity
 WLAN
 Fork-lift & Car transport rental
 Exclusive security service for the team
Teams requiring these services are requested to send them by E-mail to Organiser.
5.6. Security and medical services
The service park will have a permanent security surveillance starting from Tuesday,
12th September 2017. Exclusive security service for the team can be hired through
the Organisers. A Medical Centre will be established at the service park.

6. RADIO COMMUNICATION
Every radio transmitter is subject to licensing. In order to obtain the license it is
necessary to contact the Italian Ministry of Communication. Nevertheless the
Organisers are at Competitors disposal for any assistance may be needed. We
remind that the use of radio frequencies without license may lead to the prohibition
of using the transmitter, as well as a fine and the confiscation of the radio
equipment.
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7. HELICOPTERS
7.1. Registration
In order to ensure that air traffic may develop in the best safety conditions and
according with the FIA Safety Regulations and the Italian Air Traffic Authority, all
helicopters wishing to flying over the area of Rally Roma di Capitale during the event,
must register at the Rally Organisation.
Only duly registered helicopters will be allowed to fly over the Rally area and land in
the helicopter areas or other sites within the competition zone.
7.2. Registration form and procedures
The registration form will be published on website rallydiromacapitale.it.
Application form has to be sent to the Rally Office (info@rallydiromacapitale.it) till
Tuesday, 5th September.
7.3. Administrative Fee
The Organisers require payment of an administrative fee as refund related to the
costs incurred for the management of services to commercial helicopters and teams
helicopters exceeding. The amount is 2.500,00 + € 550,00 VAT 22%) for each
helicopter. Fee must be paid by Bank Transfer to:
Bank Account Name:
Account No:
SWIFT/BIC CODE:
IBAN Code:
Bank Address:

Motorsport Italia S.r.l.
0000001006
BPMIITMMXX
IT71T055840326000000001006
Banca Popolare di Milano
Via Umerto Giordano
82-00124 Roma

Motorsport Italia S.r.l.
000000002247
BAPPIT21N87
IT34N0503403233000000002247
Banca Popolare di Novara
Piazza Filippo il Macedone
82-00124 Roma

7.4. Briefing
Attendance to the pilots briefing at Rally HQ on Thursday 14th September 2017 at
9:00, is compulsory for all pilots.
Failing to attend the briefing will imply the cancellation from the registered
helicopters list and consequently the prohibition to over-fly the rally area. During the
briefing all pilots will get stickers with identification numbers that must be placed
on the bottom of the helicopter for the entire duration of the event.

8. FUEL / TYRES
8.1. Fuel
8.1.1. Fuel Regulations:
Competitors may refuel their cars only in the refuelling zones (RZ) designated by the
organiser in the present regulations and in the road book. Service crews are allowed
to fill PUMP fuel in their canisters, and refuel cars only in designated Refuelling
Zones.
All types of fuel must comply with Appendix J, Art. 252.9.1 and 252.9.2. Panta Fuel
(optional, but recommended), will also available at any refuelling area. Panta Fuel
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can be ordered by completing the form available in the rally website and will be
distribuited directly to rally cars during the Rally in the RZ.
8.1.2. Fuel Regulations for ERC Junior U27:
ERC Junior U27 competitors are allowed to use only pump filling station fuel
(gasoline type 98) from the following petrol stations:
STATION PETROL ENI via Prenestina 60 Fiuggi GPS N 41°46.614’ E 13°12.584’ (is
showed in Service Book) Service crews are allowed to fill this fuel in their canisters,
and refuel ERC Junior U27 cars in designated Refuelling Zones.
8.1.3. Refueling Zones:
Free Practice/ Qualify Stage
Refueling will be located 2,65 km after SP out as showed in road book.
Leg 1:
RZ0 Fry 15 Sept (Before Taking Car to Holding Area) will be located 2,65 km
after SP Out (Same Location as QF/FP RZ) from 7.00am until 9.00 am.
Fiuggi 1,77 km before park fermè In
(Section 1 Friday 15 Sept.)
Ceprano Located in P.zza Campo Uccelli
(Section 2-3-4 Saturday 16 Sept.)
Leg 2:
Fiuggi 2,65 km after the exit of Service Park
Same place as section 1 Leg 1 and FP/QS
8.2. Tyres:
8.2.1. Tyres specified for use during the rally by all drivers:
All tyres must be readily available commercially and must comply with FIA-RRSR
2017, article 60 and appendix V. Only tyres marked by the organiser may be used.
8.2.2. Type:
Tyres for tarmac must comply with Appendix V and Appendix J
8.2.3. Barcodes for all types of tyres and all drivers:
Each tyre must have either:
Two identical moulded barcode numbers (one on each side of the tyre / each barcode having a different colour as defined by the FIA) supplied by the 2017 FIAapproved barcode supplier, or:
A single moulded barcode number supplied by the 2017 FIA-approved barcode supplier. These barcodes will be used to check that the same tyres remain fitted to a
particular car between tyre changes and that competitors are not exceeding the
maximum quantities allowed. It must be noted that the barcode must be visible from
outside the car.
8.2.4. Tyres for reconnaissance:
Only Homologated commercial road tyres are allowed
8.2.5. Tyres marking/control zones:
Tyres Marking Zones (TMZ) during the rally will be organized after TC0 Friday 15 sept
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And at the exit Time Control of the Service Park TC1D - TC4D - TC6H - TC9D
During the tyre marking procedure crews and up to one team member must provide
the scrutineers in charge any assistance required. More specifically, cars must be
presented at the tyre marking zone with their spare wheels placed with the outer
part of the rim “up'', and if needed, unfastened, so that their marking is easier.
Following the marking, and before the cars’ departure from the tyre marking area,
crews, or their team member, must place the spare wheel(s) properly and fasten
them as required.
Tyres will be checked for their conformity during the rally.

9. HOTEL / ACCOMODATION
Name

Address
ROME EUR
Hotel Cristoforo Colombo ****
Via Cristoforo Colombo,
www.hotelcolomboroma.it
710 Rome
Hotel Novotel Roma Eur ****
Viale dell'Oceano Pacifico,
www.accorhotels.com/it/hotel-9299153 Rome
novotel-roma-eur/index.shtml
Hotel dei Congressi ****
Viale Shakespeare, 29
www.hoteldeicongressiroma.com
Rome
Hotel Ibis Styles Roma Eur ****
Viale Egeo, 133 / Via
www.ibisstylesromaeur.it
Massimiliano Massimo, 15
Rome
Eur Executive Inn ***
Viale Pasteur, 66 Rome
www.eurexecutiveinn.com
ROME – PONTILE DI OSTIA
Albergo La Caravella ***
Lungomare Paolo
www.hotellacaravellaostia.com
Toscanelli, 156 Lido di
Ostia
Belvedere Century Hotel ***
Piazza dei Ravennati, 4
www.hotelbelvedereostia.it
Lido di Ostia
Hotel Sirenetta ***
Lungomare Paolo
www.hotelsirenettaroma.com
Toscanelli, 46 00122 Lido
di Ostia
FIUGGI
Grand Hotel Palazzo Della Fonte *****
Via dei Villini 7, 03014
www.palazzodellafonte.com
Fiuggi
Ambasciatori Place Hotel ****
Via Dei Villini 8, 03014
www.ambasciatoriplacehotel.com
Fiuggi,

Phone

Silva Hotel Splendid ****
www.silvasplendid.it
Mondial Park Hotel****

+39 0775 15 791

Hotel Verdi***
King Hotel ***
https://kinghotelfiuggi.it/

Corso Nuova Italia 40,
03015 Fiuggi,
Via Sant'Emiliano, 82,
03014 Fiuggi
Via Colle Della Volpe 4,
03014 Fiuggi,
Via Colle della Volpe 6,
03014 Fiuggi
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+39 06 592 1901
+39 06 592801
+39 06 592 6021
+39 06 9444
2000
+39 06 5929
0089
+39 06 564 0574
+39 06 567 2502
+39 06 562 2310

+39 07 75 50 81
+39 06 564 0574

+39 0775 515848
+39 0775 514092
+39 0775 514305

10. OFFICIAL PRE-RALLY TESTS
The Organiser of Rally will organise official pre-rally test for competitors entered to
the rally, on Tuesday, 12th September. The team that would like to take part at the
official pre-event test section should send the completed entry form and the copy
of bank transfer at the follow email address: inglesi.motorsportitalia@gmail.it.
All the details (including entry form fo the tests) will be published on the official Rally
website.

11. RECCONAISSANCE
11.1. Procedure for registration
Reconnaissance registration will take place at the Rally HQ “Grand Hotel Palazzo
della Fonte” Via dei Villini 7 Fiuggi.
11.1.1. It is NOT mandatory for crews to attend reconnaissance registration in
person.
11.1.2. A reconnaissance registration form, including details of the reconnaissance
car and the driver, must be completed before commencing reconnaissance. This
form must be sub-mitted to the Rally office during registration by the crew or the
designated representative, or e-mailed to: info@rallydiromacapitale.it The form will
be available on the official website www.rallydiromacapitale.it, under competitors /
forms.
11.1.3. An identification sticker bearing the starting number of the crew will be
issued for each car. The Reconnaissance numbers supplied during registration must
be attached onto the Reconnaissance car on the top of the front and rear windscreen
(Co-driver’s side). They must be visible for the duration of the Reconnaissance
period..
11.1.4. Each crew will be issued with a reconnaissance control card, to record each
passage over the stages. The control card must be carried in the reconnaissance car
and must be shown and endorsed by an official at the start and finish of each special
stage during reconnaissance. This card may be requested by an official at any point
during a stage. Failure to hand in this card for endorsement or checking may result
in refusal to participate in the reconnaissance. Reconnaissance cards must be
returned to the Rally Office by Thursday 14 September ( 12:00-13:00 ).
11.1.5. Reconnaissance material, that is: identification sticker, reconnaissance
control card and official road book (for those that have not already collected it), will
be delivered during the registration.
11.1.6. Distribution of tracking systems (reconnaissance) and safety tracking
systems (rally).
During tracking distribution all competitors will collect two trackers, one for the
reconnaissance car and one for the rally car.
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A compulsory deposit of € 250 in cash is requested upon delivery of the tracking
equipment, which will be returned after the finish of the rally. - All cars must carry
recce GPS trackers provided by RDS for speed control during reconnaissance
Rental costs are:
ERC1-2 :
ERC3 :
Other drivers:

200 €
200 €
150 € Payment only with cash at collection time no credit card allowed.

These systems will be distributed only Tuesday 12 September, from 15:00 to 21:00
at the rally office.
The tracking systems will be installed on both cars by the competitors.
Both systems may be collected either by the crew or a representative.
All necessary information and installation/use instructions will be provided in
Appendix 7
11.2. Running of reconnaissance
11.2.1. All drivers are authorized to cover each special stage a maximum of two
times. Every special stage even if is run twice is considered to be one stage. Crews
are authorized to recce twice SS4 even if is part of SS3/6.
11.2.2. A maximum of two passes are permitted over the Qualifying/ shakedown
stage.
11.2.3. Maximum speed allowed on special stages during reconnaissance is 80 km/h,
unless traffic signs indicate a lower speed limit. Within residential areas this speed
is limited to 40 km/h, unless traffic signs indicate a lower speed limit.
Speeding during reconnaissance and the rally will incur a fine applied by the clerk of
the course as follows: Per km per hour over the speed limit: all drivers €25.
11.2.4. The special stages will be open to other traffic; therefore safety and rights
of other road users must be respected.
Under no circumstances may crews drive on special stages in the opposite direction
of the rally, unless given particular instructions to do so by officials or the police.
Competitors may enter a special stage only through the start and exit through the
finish.
Should a competitor's reconnaissance car has to be replaced for any reason
whatsoever, he must inform the rally office, and give the details of the replacement
car. Competitors must place the reconnaissance sticker and the tracker on the
replacement car.
11.3. Reconnaissance schedule
See Appendix 2
11.4. Participation in Reconnaissance Only:
Any driver holding the appropriate international licence and not entered in the rally
may apply to take part in reconnaissance of all special stages. The regulations must
be respected in their entirety. The Organiser must approve the application.
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A Reconnaissance Registration Form can be found in Rally Guide and
www.rallydiromacapitale.it. The fee for taking part in Reconnaissance only
is € 1,000.

12. ADMINISTRATIVE CHECKS
12.1. Original documents to be presented by each competitor:
 Drivers’ and co-drivers’ competition and valid driving licences.
 Any driver who has obtained his/her driving licence from a non-EU country,
must be in possess and present an international driving licence, issued in his
country.
 Driver and co-driver passports or identifications
 Competitor/Entrant licence
 Rally car's registration documents
 Rally car's insurance cover certificate
 Entrant’s/drivers’ ASN authorisation to participate in the Rally of Roma
Capitale, unless sent in advance or stamped on the original entry form.
 Each crew member must send (electronically) in advance or hand-in one
4x4cm photo
 Missing information on the entry form will be completed.
12.2. Timetable
12th SEPTEMBER-TUESDAY
13th SEPTEMBER- WEDNESDAY

15:00 – 21:00
9:00 – 13:00

Rally HQ
Rally HQ

Drivers or team representative may complete the administrative checks at the same
time with reconnaissance registration.
All competitors must have completed their administrative checks before their car is
brought to scrutineering.

13. SCRUTINEERING
13.1. Scrutineering venue and timetable.
Venue: Fiuggi - Piazza Martiri di Nassyria
Cars may be presented by the crew or a team member.
Date:
13th SEPTEMBER- WEDNESDAY
15:30 – 21:30
13.2. Mud Flaps
The use of transverse mud flaps, in conformity with Art. 252.7.7 of Appendix J of the
FIA Sporting Code, is permitted but not compulsory.
13.3. Windows
The use of transparent and colourless anti-shatter films (maximum thickness: 100
microns) is compulsory on side and sunroof windows, unless they are in
polycarbonate.
Rear side and sunroof windows may use silver or tinted films (see conditions below)
in re-placement of transparent and colourless films.
The use of silver or tinted films is authorised on the rear side windows, on the rear
window and on the sunroof on the following conditions:
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Silvered or tinted films must have an opening equivalent to a circle of 70mm
diameter in order to allow the occupants/content of the car to be seen. There must
be an additional opening of 10x12cm on the rear side windows in front of each timing
transponder.
13.4. Driver’s safety equipment
Competitors must present all items of clothing and equipment (helmets and head
restraints) intended to be used. Conformity with Appendix L will be checked.
13.5. Noise level
The maximum noise level for petrol engines must not exceed 103 dB (A) for an
engine rotation speed of 3500 rpm and 2500 rpm for diesel engines. The noise level
may be checked at any time.
13.6. Special requirements
Each competing car must be equipped with a first aid kit and 1 reflective triangle,
under pain of refusal to start. This equipment will be checked at scrutineering and
may be checked during the event.
Competitors are reminded that two belt cutters must be carried on board at all
times. They must be easily accessible to the driver and co-driver when seated with
their safety belts fastened (Art. 253.6,Appendix J).
FIA and ERC Priority drivers' cars must have their sump guards removed for sealing
of gearboxes and differentials, and be kept with the car for the purpose of weighing.
13.7. Component sealing
 Prior to scrutineering, all competing cars must have a drilled hole of at least 2
mm di-ameter at a visible position on the engine block (when the front bonnet
is opened), for a sealing wire to pass through it.


The turbo for all cars (fitted and spares) will be sealed.



Transmissions (fitted and spares) of FIA and ERC priority drivers will be sealed,
however transmissions of non-priority drivers' cars will not be sealed.

13.8. Safety tracking systems for the rally cars
The tracking systems installed on rally cars will be checked at scrutineering.
13.9. Underbody Protection
Underbody protection, as defined in Appendix J,Art. 254.6.7.1,Art. 254A.5.7.2,Art.
255.5.7.2.10, Art. 255A 5.7.2, Art. 260 900e and Art. 261 900e1 is authorised.
Furthermore, the fitting of an underbody protection against corrosion of the car’s
bodyshell is authorised, provided that this protection is removable, follows exactly
the contours of the shell (body) of the car, does not infringe any homologation
articles and does not carry any (aerodynamic or other) function, except for bodyshell
protection. Material and other specifications for this protection, as per Appendix J.
13.10. Final Checks
Will take place on Sunday 17 September, at 18:00 Venue: MOTORSPORT ITALIA Srl
Ostia Antica – Via Charles Lenormant 154/156 – GSM +39 3356397324
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Competitors who will be selected for final scrutineering (Stewards' decision) are
requested to provide proper equipment (including all sealed spare parts and
homologation forms) and mechanics at the final scrutineering venue.
Each selected car will be driven to and from final scrutineering by a designated
member of the team (who must be present at the finish), and accompanied by an
official.

14. FREE PRACTICE / QUALIFYING / SHAKEDOWN
14.1. GENERAL
Free Practice and Qualifying Stage will be organised according to the Art. 30 in ERC
section of FIA-RRSR.
14.2. LOCATION
Free Practice, Qualifying Stage and Shakedown will be held in Torre Cajetani, about
6 km from Service Park in Fiuggi. The stage is 3.48 km in length.
Service Zone for Free Practice and Qualifying Stage, will be located in the Service
Park in Fiuggi.
Tyre Marking for this stage will be located just before stage TC.
Exact location of Free Practice / Qualifying Stage is shown in Appendix 3.

15. CEREMONIAL START / RALLY START
15.1. Ceremonial Start - Procedure and order
The Ceremonial Start will take place on Friday 15 September at 16:45 In Roma Piazza
“ Bocca della Verita’ “
A transportation service from Fiuggi to Roma Pre Cerimonial Start Holding Area, will
be provided by organizers whit extra cost of 200 euros. Any team who might want to
use this service shall contact the organizers before 8th September 2017
From the moment, competitors arrive at the holding zone repairs or any assistance
will not be allowed. Access to this area is limited to the media and officials, holding
the appropriate pass.
From 16:00 cars will leave the Holding area before the Start Ceremony following the
starting order for Ceremonial Start
The start intervals for the ceremonial start will be one minute for all crews. The
presence of the crews in their overalls and shoes is mandatory.
15.2. Starting Order
Start order for Ceremonial Start and leg 1 Section 1 for ERC Driver will be :
 ERC 3
 ERC 2
 ERC 1
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At the TC 1B (Parc ferme’ OUT Saturday 16 September 2017) Starting order for ERC
Driver will be as for the position chosen at Start order Selection after Qualifying
Stage.
15.4. Tour di Roma
The cars after passing on the Ceremonial Start in Bocca della Verità will be regrouped
in group of 10 cars and escorted from the Police in a tour of Rome. The tour will pass
next to the most important monuments in Rome, Colosseum,Palazzo Venezia, Altare
della Patria, Campidoglio and many more.
The tour will end in the Holding area pre-Start SS1 Aci Roma.
15.3. Rally Start
The Rally start will take place on Friday 15 September at 18:15 from TC 0 located at
Roma “ Via Romolo Murri”
Start intervals from TC 0 until the end of the Rally
The start intervals from TC 0 until the end of the rally will be 2 minutes for ERC1
drivers.

16. RALLY FINISH
The finish of the rally is at TC 12D, located at Ostia Pontile Principale.
From TC 12E up to the finish ramp, competitors will be under parc fermé conditions
and must follow marshals’ instructions. This area will be open only to officials holding
the appropriate pass and the Media for interviews. Following the finish ramp
competitors will drive their cars to the adjacent parc fermé, unless they will be driven
to final scrutineering. For the prize giving the usual ERC procedure will be followed:
3rd / 2nd / 1st overall / 1st ERC team (if any) / rest of competitors in the order of
their arrival, including ERC 2 and ERC 3 cars.

17. IDENTYFICATION
17.1. Rally officials
The post chiefs and other officials will be identified as follows:
Stage Commanders:
Stage Safety Officers:
Timing Marshals:
Radio Point Marshals:
Safety Marshals:
Scrutineers:
Doctors:

Red tabard
Blue tabard
Green tabard
Yellow tabard with radio point symbol
Orange tabard
Light blue tabard
White tabard
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17.2. ERC passes and plates.

18. MEDICAL AND SAFETY SERVICES
Emergency Number:
Firebrigade:
Medical Emergency:
Police:

112
115
118
113

Name/Address/Web Site
Comando Provinciale VV.F.
di Roma
Via Genova, 3/a 00184 Rome
Distaccamento Cittadino
EUR
Piazza F. Vivona, 4 00144
Rome
Carabinieri Comando
Compagnia Roma EUR
Viale Asia, 48 00144 Rome
Polizia Commissariato
Esposizione XII
Via Asia, 32 00144 Rome
Sant'Eugenio Hospital

Type Of Institution
ROME EUR
Fire Station

+39 06 46721

Fire Station

+39 06 5926101

Police Station

+39 06 54274800

Police Station

+39 065439381

Hospital

+39 06 51001
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Phone

Piazzale dell'Umanesimo, 10
00144 Rome
Distaccamento di Ostia Lido
Via Angelo Celli,4 00122 Lido
Di Ostia
Carabinieri - Ostia Lido
Station
Via Fabbri Navali, 27
Lido di Ostia
Polizia Commissariato Ostia
Lido X Municipio
Viale Giuseppe Genoese
Zerbi, 98 Ostia Lido
Giovan Battista Grassi
Hospital
Via Gian Carlo Passeroni, 28
00122 Ostia Lido
Carabinieri di Fiuggi, Via
Armando Diaz nr.140
Polizia di Stato
Commissariato di Fiuggi, Via
Prenestina nr.58
Polizia Locale di Fiuggi
P.le Anticoli nr.1
Ospedale Civile di Alatri,
località Chiappitto nr.1
Ospedale Civile di Anagni,
Via Onorato Capo nr.2
Ospedale Civile di Frosinone,
Via Fabi nr.1

ROME - PONTILE DI OSTIA
Fire Station

+39 06 5601960

Police Station

+39 06 56308127

Police Station

+39 06 5636011

Hospital

+39 06 56481

FIUGGI
Police Station

+39 07 75 515 022

Police Station

+39 07 75 549 811

Police Station

+39 07 75 515 681

Emegrency

+39 07 75 43 81

Emegrency

+39 07 75 88 21

Emegrency

+ 39 07 75 18 831
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19. USEFUL FACTS AND SERVICES
19.1. ITALY
Population
Size
Language
Religion
State
Political Organisation
Head of State
Other Informations
Time zone
Currency
Health
Power
Telephone
Country code
Mobility

Maximum speed
limits

60,6 milion
Italian
87% Catholic
Parlamentary Republic and member of EU
Sergio Mattarella (since february 2015)
Central European Time Zone UTC + 01:00
Central European Summer Time UTC + 02:00
Euro
No particular vaccinations are required
Potential difference 230 V AC, frequency 50 Hz
the plugs are of standard European type
The use of mobile is very widespread, even if there is a good
landline system
+39
RHD
Safety belts compulsory in front and back seats
Speaking by mobile phone is not forbidden while driving by
hand-free equipment
Alcohol limit is set at 0,5 grams/liter
Urban street 50 Km/h
Single carriageway 90 Km/h
Dual carriageway 110 Km/h
Motorway 130Km/h

19.2. Rome and its must-see places
It is the capital of Italy and is located in the centre of the nation. With a surface of
about 1287 Km2 it is the most large territory in Italy. It has two important airport:
Fiumicino and Ciampino.
The most old centre is developed on 7 hills: Palatino, Aventino, Campidoglio,
Quirinale, Viminale, Esquilino e Celio.
Tevere is the river that flows along the capital of Italy. It is the only one city in the
world that has in its territory an overall State: the Vatican.
Important places to visit:
 Vatican Museums;
 the Sistin Chapel;
 Peter’s Basilica and its square,
 Castel Sant’Angelo,
 the Baths of Caracalla, built by Emperor Caracalla in the third century,
 Victor Emmanuel II Monument,
 The Piazza del Popolo,
 The Colosseum, once the largest amphitheatre of the Empire
 Roman Forum, that was the centre of Roman life;
 Scalinata Trinità dei Monti and Spagna Square
 Via del Corso
 Villa Borghese
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19.3. Fiuggi
Fiuggi is a comune (municipality) in the province of Frosinone in the region of Lazio
in central Italy. The town of Fiuggi became famous for its Acqua di Fiuggi (Fiuggi
Water) which flows from its natural springs and mountains. The water has been used
in Italy since as early as the 14th century and is famous for its natural healing
properties.
Fiuggi is a divided into two parts, the upper and lower. The area where the springs
are located is called new Fiuggi, or Fiuggi Fonte at the base of the hill (it was
developed during the Middle Ages so it is not all that new). The upper part, or old
Fiuggi, is 760 metres (2,500 ft) above sea level. The natives call it "Fiuggi Citta".
Fiuggi Città is a medieval fortified village, which was around even before Roman
times.
19.4. Services:
19.4.1 Car rental:
Name
HERTZ
www.hertz.it
AVIS
www.avisautonoleggio.it
EUROPCAR
www.europcar.it
SIXT
www.sixt.it

Phone
see the web site

E-mail
see the web site

+39 06 452108391

customer.service@avisautonoleggio.it
see the web site

see the web site
+39 0294757979

reservation-it@sixt.com
customerservice-it@sixt.com

Address
Viale del Tintoretto, 400 404 00142 Rome
Via Prenestina Sud 27,
03014 Fiuggi

Phone
+39 338 7574044
+39 06 5034581
+39 0775 515638

19.4.2. Car wash:
Name
Superwash Srl
www.superwash.it
ENI Fiuggi

19.4.3. Petrol stations:
Name
ENI
TotalErg
Q8
Carrefour
ENI
Tamoil
Tamoil

Address

Phone

ROME EUR
Viale America, 270 00144
Rome
Via Cristoforo Colombo, 714
00144 Rome
Viale della Tecnica, 159
00144 Rome
Via Laurentina, 51 00142
Rome
ROME – PONTILE DI OSTIA
Piazzale Della Posta, 97,
00121 Lido di Ostia
Via del Mare, 00122 Lido di
Ostia
Viale della Marina, 13 Lido
di Ostia
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+39 06 592 6126
+39 06 591 5786
+39 06 592 5208

+39 06 567 2712

+39 06 560 0632

ENI Fiuggi
ENI Tore Cajetani
Q8
Tamoil
La Rocca
ENI Acuto

FIUGGI
Via Prenestina Sud 27,
03014 Fiuggi
03010 Torre Cajetani
Via Superstrada Anticolana
03014 Fiuggi
03014 Fiuggi FR,
Via Armando Diaz,
03014 Fiuggi
Acuto
03010 Acuto

+39 0775 515638
+39 0775 505475
+39 0775 515345
+39 0775 514138
+39 0775 56012

19.4.4. Restaurants:
 Trattoria “Da Gino”, Via Valle Molella nr.5, Fiuggi, tel.0775/515203
 Pizzeria Ristorante “Forum”, località Lagozzo, Fiuggi, tel. 0775/506058
 Pizzeria Ristorante “La Lucciola”, Via Prenestina nr.59, Fiuggi, tel 0775/504262
 Ristorante “Mood”, Via Dei Villini nr.60, Fiuggi, tel. 392/2053385
 Pizzeria “Lo Slongia”, Via A. Diaz nr.546, Fiuggi, tel. 348/5108498
19.4.5. Banks and post office:
 Unicredit, Via dei Villini nr.1
 BCC di Fiuggi, Via dei Villini nr.51
 Credito Valtellinese, Via Rettifilo nr.62
 Ufficio Postale, Via Nuova fonte nr.1
19.5. Safety:
Below is a brief summary of how to spectate safety. If the drivers know this is being
implemented then there will be more excitement to see as the drivers will be able to
drive faster.












Don't:
Stand on the track
Stand below the level of the track
Stand in front of arrows or signs
Stand in prohibited areas
Stand or sit on or near log piles, walls or fences
Sit close to the edge of the track
Block escape routes
Be distracted
Play games with your safety or that of the drivers
Remove stage signs or arrows
Be the one to stop the stage







Always:
Expect the unexpected
Stay behind the safety tape or barriers
Listen for approaching cars
Remain alert
Leave yourself room to move quickly
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Plan your own escape routes
Try to keep behind something solid
Keep children under supervision
Keep dogs on a lead
Do as the marshal's ask
Help the marshal's to run a safe stage









Please protect:
Yourself
Others around you
The stage you are spectating at
Rallying
Motorsport
The unexpected can happen
If you ignore the marshal's instructions the stage will be stopped
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APPENDIX-1 ITINERARY
Qualifying Stage / Qualifica

Thursday, 14th September 2017

(Sunrise: 05:49, Sunset: 18:20)

SS/PS

Location

SS distance

Liaison Dist.

Total Dist.

Target Time

First Car due

TC/CO

Località

Distanza PS

Dist. trasf.

Dist. toale

Tempo imposto

Prima Vettura

TC FP

Free Pratice / Prove Libere

13:30

TC 0QS Service-Out
RZ QS

Refuel - Fiuggi

TC QS

Qualifying

QS
TC PF

16:10
5.51

Qualifying Stage

5.51

0:17

3.48

Parc Ferme-In

Qualifying

Free Pratice closes at 15:30

16:27
16:30

4.10

7.58

0:15

16:45

(Early Check-in permitted)

LEG 1 / Section 1 (Sunrise: 05:49, Sunset: 18:20)

Friday, 15th September 2017

SS/PS

Location

SS distance

Liaison Dist.

Total Dist.

Target Time

First Car due

TC/CO

Località

Distanza PS

Dist. trasf.

Dist. toale

Tempo imposto

Prima Vettura

(2.40)

(108.46)

(110.86)

Refuel (Fiuggi)
Distance to next Refuel

Ceremonial Start & Tour di Roma

0

Start of Leg 1 - Roma Eur

1

Via Romolo Murri

SS1
RZ
1
1A

"Aci Roma Arena"
Refuelling Zone (Fiuggi)
Distance to next Refuel

16:45

18:15
0.20

0.20

2.40
(0.00)

Parc Ferme-In

RALLY GUIDE

2.40
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18:27
18:30

(66.43)

(66.43)

89.86

92.26

90.06

92.46

(Early Check-in permitted)

Leg 1 (Section 1) totals

0:12

2:30

21:00

Section 1

RZ
0

Saturday, 16th September 2017

(Sunrise: 05:50, Sunset: 18:18)

SS/PS

Location

SS distance

Liaison Dist.

Total Dist.

Target Time

First Car due

TC/CO

Località

Distanza PS

Dist. trasf.

Dist. toale

Tempo imposto

Prima Vettura

1.04
(93.50)

0:05

08:05

(2,40)

1.04
(91.10)

0:15

08:20

1B

Parc Ferme-Out

1C

Service-In
SERVICE A (Fiuggi)

SS 2
3
SS 3
RZ
3

Colle San Magno "Turriziani Petroli"

84.22

1:34

09:54
09:57

39.95

0:51

26.44

10:48
10:51

Refuel - Ceprano (15,60 Km after STOP SS3)

Distance to next Refuel

3B

Regroup&Technical Zone-Out

(14.34)

Pico Via Antonio Carnevale
Pico "Ecopetrol"

(81.18)

(95.52)

31.25

57.69

1.34

1.34

1:20

12:11

1:30

13:41

0:10

14.34

13:51
13:54

Refuel - Ceprano (15,60 Km after STOP SS4)

Distance to next Refuel

4A

Regroup&Technical Zone-In

4B
4C4

Regroup&Technical Zone-Out
Service-In
SERVICE B (Fiuggi)

4D

Service-Out

RZ

Refuelling Zone (Ceprano)

5

Distance to next Refuel

(54.43)

(40.09)

5
SS 5
6

Roccasecca
Colle San Magno "Turriziani Petroli"
S.Oliva

13.65

SS 6
RZ
6
6A
6B
6C

Greci-Pico "PICUS"

26.44

6D
6E

(102.42)

84.22
26.30

Greci-Pico " PICUS "

Regroup&Technical Zone-In

SS 4
RZ
4

(62.33)

13.65

S.Oliva

3A
4

(40.09)

Roccasecca

(117.32)

(117.32)

80.25

94.59

1.04
(224.40)

1.04
(278.83)

1:42

15:36

0:15

15:51

0:05

15:56

0:30

16:26

18:00
18:03
18:54

(62.33)

(102.42)

84.22

84.22

1:34

26.30

39.95

0:51

18:57

Refuel - Ceprano (16,90 Km after STOP SS6)

Distance to next Refuel
Parc Ferme&Technical Zone-In
Parc Ferme&Technical Zone-Out
Flexi Service-In
FLEXI SERVICE C (Fiuggi)
Flexi Service-Out
Parc Ferme-In

(0.00)

(40.09)

(70.49)
80.25
1.04
(191.81)

(70.49)
106.69
min
1.04
(231.90)

1:53
0:10
0:05

2.38

2.38

0:10

20:50

(Early Check-in permitted)

All cars must be returned to Parc Ferme no later than
Leg 1(Section 2-3-4) totals

RALLY GUIDE

94.52
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419.63

23:30

514.15

Section 3

2

Service-Out
Refuelling Zone (Ceprano)
Distance to next Refuel

Section 4

1D
RZ
2

08:00

Section2

LEG 1 / Section 2-3-4

Sunday, 17th September 2017

(Sunrise: 05:51, Sunset: 18:17)

SS/PS

Location

SS distance

Liaison Dist.

Total Dist.

Target Time

First Car due

TC/CO

Località

Distanza PS

Dist. trasf.

Dist. toale

Tempo imposto

Prima Vettura

1.04
(3.42)

0:05

07:05

(0.00)

1.04
(3.42)

0:15

07:20

Service-In
SERVICE D (Fiuggi)
Service-Out
Refuelling Zone (Fiuggi)
Distance to next Refuel
Cave
Cave-Rocca S.Stefano "BIG CAPUT MUNDI"
Subiaco
Monastero - Jenne "S.SPECO"
Altipiani di Arcinazzo
Altipiani-Guarcino "Gruppo l'Automobile"

6H
RZ
7
7
SS7
8
SS8
9
SS9
9A

9B
9C
9D
RZ
8
10
SS10
11
SS11
12
SS12
12A
12B
12C

12D
RZ
9
12E

Regroup&Technical Zone-In
Regroup&Technical Zone-Out
Service-In
SERVICE E (Fiuggi)
Service-Out
Refuelling Zone (Fiuggi)
Distance to next Refuel
Cave
Cave-Rocca S.Stefano "BIG CAPUT MUNDI"
Subiaco
Monastero - Jenne "S.SPECO"
Altipiani di Arcinazzo
Altipiani-Guarcino "Gruppo l'Automobile"
Regroup&Technical Zone-In
Regroup&Technical Zone-Out
Service-In
SERVICE F (Fiuggi)
Service-Out
Refuelling Zone (Fiuggi)
Km to Parc Ferme
Finish - Holding-In

07:00

(53.08)

(76.22)
35.50

(129.30)
35.50

0:50

5.40

38.10

0:52

18.97

27.60

0:37

15.31

27.06

1.04
(76.22)

1.04
(129.30)

0:40
0:15
0:05

08:10
08:13
09:05
09:08
09:45
09:48
10:28
10:43
10:48

0:30

11:18

32.70
8.63
11.75

(53.08)

(53.08)

(76.22)
35.50

(129.30)
35.50

0:50

5.40

38.10

0:52

18.97

27.60

0:37

15.31

27.06

1.04
(76.22)

1.04
(129.30)

0:40
0:15
0:05

12:08
12:11
13:03
13:06
13:43
13:46
14:26
14:41
14:46

0:10

14:56

32.70
8.63
11.75

(53.08)

(0.00)

(101.32)
103.97

(101.32)
103.97

2:04

Podium Ceremony - Lido di Ostia

Leg 2 (Section 5-6-7) totals

17:00

17:15

106.16

257.45

363.61

TOTALS OF THE RALLY

RALLY GUIDE

Fri

Leg 1 Section 1

1 SS

Sat

SS

LIASON

TOTAL

%

2.40

90.06

92.46

2.6%
18.4%

Leg 1 Section 2-3-4

5 SS

94.52

419.63

514.15

Sun Leg 2 Section 5-6-7

6 SS

106.16

257.45

363.61

29.2%

Total

12 SS

203.08

767.14

970.22

20.9%
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Section 5

Parc Ferme-Out

Section 6

6F
6G

Section 7

LEG 2 / Section 5-6-7

APPENDIX-2 RECCONAISSANCE SCHEDULE

Wednesday, 13 th September
8:00 – 14:00
9:00 – 14:00
12:00 – 20:00

SS 8-11
SS 9-12, QS
SS 2-5, 3-6, 4

Thursday, 14 th September
7:00 – 11:00

SS 7-10

Friday, 15th September
9:00 – 12:00

RALLY GUIDE

SS 7-10
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APPENDIX-3 MAPS

RALLY GUIDE
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AIRPORT ROMA - FIUMICINO - RALLY HQ

APPENDIX-4 ROADBOOKS

RALLY GUIDE
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AIRPORT ROMA - FIUMICINO - RALLY HQ
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AIRPORT ROMA - FIUMICINO - RALLY HQ

RALLY GUIDE
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AIRPORT ROMA - FIUMICINO - RALLY HQ

RALLY GUIDE
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AIRPORT ROMA - CIAMPINO - RALLY HQ
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AIRPORT ROMA - CIAMPINO - RALLY HQ
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AIRPORT ROMA - CIAMPINO - RALLY HQ

RALLY GUIDE
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Total

Distance

Partial

SERVICE PARK

RALLY HQ

4

3

2

1

SERVICE
AREA

Direction

km

N-41° 47.356'

E-13° 12.828'

SERVICE PARK

E-13° 13.166'

RALLY HQ

Information

1,08

N-41° 47.736'

Distance:

Distance
regress

RALLY HQ - SERVICE PARK

RALLY GUIDE
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SERVICE PARK - REFUELING ZONE-FIUGGI

RALLY GUIDE
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SERVICE PARK - REFUELING ZONE-CEPRANO

RALLY GUIDE
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SERVICE PARK - REFUELING ZONE-CEPRANO

RALLY GUIDE
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SERVICE PARK - REFUELING ZONE-CEPRANO

RALLY GUIDE
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SERVICE PARK - REFUELING ZONE-CEPRANO

APPENDIX 5. FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS
5.1. Tracking GPS System for Reconnaissance

1. During the delivery of the Road Book you will be provided a
tracker, in a portable version, to be used during reconnaissance.
The Tracking Service for Reconnaissance has a cost of € 200 for ERC
1/2/3 and € 150 for other drivers to be paid at this stage.
2. It is also compulsory to pay a security deposit of € 150 cash. This
deposit is for GPS Recce and GPS Race Tracker.
This deposit will be returned to you at the end of the event, at the
time of the return of the GPS Race Tracker.
3. The delivery and management of the GPS Race Tracker will be
made to technical scrutineering.
4. The tracker is used to track your location/Speed in real time and to
send an SOS in case of emergency.
5. The tracker will always stay “on” for ALL THE DURATION OF THE
RECONNAISSANCE.
6. You can put it in a pocket (well closed), in the purse or inside your
backpack. DO NOT place the device under metal surfaces.
7. To send an SOS press the key for at least 3 seconds.
8. The device must be charged every day after use.
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Power-on/off button

SOS

Press for at least 3
seconds

Charger

MINI USB

Deposit : € 150
RDS Ltd. receives, as security deposit, € 150.00 (or valid identity document) from the
competitor for the rental of n. 1 Tracker GPS. The deposit can be requested by the
competitor and be refunded at any time upon return of the Tracker GPS and presentation of
this receipt. RDS Ltd. reserves the right not to refund the deposit in case of loss, damage or
tampering of the GPS Tracker.
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5.2. Tracking System

The GPS Tracking System RDS is a GPS / GSM communication system by which all
competitors of a rally are monitored along the route of the special stages and
transfers. Data from GPS devices installed on your vehicle are transmitted to the RDS
server and made available to the Race Direction for the purpose of monitoring the
race for safety reasons and sports. The GPS tracking system is mandatory for all Rally
events (please read Regulation ACI Sport Service).

The system Tracking System GPS RDS consists of two devices:

The "Rally KIT" consists of a box with a SOS request button, spies monitoring supply
and wiring connection to the Battery, the IGNITION and "GPS BOX" RDS.
The crew will purchased it and installed it on the car in a stable and permanent way
according to the preferences of the pilot and the navigator, but, in all cases,
according to criteria set by ACI Sport Service.
Among the most important indications: the SOS request button must be accessible
from both members of the crew and with seat belt.
For the installation, see the documentation provided with the kit.
Before any race, the RDS technical staff will connect your "GPS BOX" with the "Rally
KIT".
At the end of the race the "GPS BOX" will be uninstalled and disconnected from the
"Rally KIT".
ATTENTION. Both the GPS BOX and the Rally KIT are provided with SOS button. It is
reminded that this key must be used exclusively for a possible request for RESCUE.
Pressing the SOS button, the Race Direction will be promptly informed about the
emergency.
In the GPS BOX there is also the "OK" button to indicate that “at the present there
are no alarms or warnings”.
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Installation and Positioning
Installing the Rally KIT predisposition.
The Rally KIT will be installed by the owner of the vehicle, following the wiring
diagram in the package (or they can be downloaded from the site www.rdsitalia.it).
In the Rally KIT there is the SOS request button.
The SOS button of the Rally KIT must be easily accessible from both members of
the crew with seat belt.

The connector for the GPS BOX (coloured black-blue, in the Rally KIT)
has to reach the uppercentral area of the dashboard or, alternatively,
the right front roll bar so as to be easily connectable to the GPS BOX.

Installing the GPS BOX.
The BOX GPS will be installed by the staff of Tracking System during the pre-event
checking.
Also in this device there is a
SOS button and it performs
the same function as the one
placed in the Rally KIT.
It must be placed under the
windshield so as to ensure
the proper functioning of the
GPS survey ("sky view"). For
safety reasons, any other
position is not allowed.
It will be positioned on the
upper-central part of the
dashboard or, alternatively,
on the right front roll bar. The alternative location (roll front right) is to be preferred
if and only if the pilot believes that the lights of the SOS buttons and OK disturb
driving during the race. It will be returned to staff only after the race.
IMPORTANT:
Under no circumstances it is allowed to tamper with both "Rally KIT" and "GPS
BOX". The Competitor and the Organizer agree not to tamper with, intervene,
remove and / or physically compromise these devices and their functionality.
Any interference or alteration will cause the reporting of the competitor to the
Stewards or the Single Judge for the measures that will be considered most
appropriate.
Each technical issue and observation must be addressed to the supplier of the
product.
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What will the crew have to pay?
• The payment of the Tracking System service is included, unless otherwise noted, in
the entry fee to the event.
• The Rally KIT will be bought only once and will be owned by the buyer. The price is
€ 61.00 (€ 50.00 + VAT).
• For cars from abroad, performing occasionally races in Italy, there is no obligation
to purchase the KIT Rally. In these cases the KIT Rally will be hired for the price of
€ 15,00. The KIT Rally will be returned to RDS only after the race along with the GPS
BOX.
• In any event, during the sport checks, it is also required a payment of € 150.00 as
deposit (or a document), which will be returned after the race at the time of the
withdrawal of the GPS BOX and upon presentation of the receipt issued at the time
of payment. Any GPS BOX that, due to majeure force, will not be returned or
collected after the race, must be sent to the RDS Srl company via courier
and expenses borne by the applicant, within 3 days.
Upon receiving the GPS BOX, the deposit will be given to the competitor.
Service subscription - Privacy
By subscribing to the event you will automatically accept the privacy legislation
linked to the service Tracking System.
The data collected will be used to carry out properly the service of tracking during
the race to which we are about to participate.
Assistance during demonstrations
Unless otherwise indicated, the RDS personnel will be present to the Service Park,
to provide assistance to all the crews, treat the return of the trackers and return the
deposits previously paid by the crews. However, it is not excluded that the return
will take place at the RDS station in Race Direction or other place /
environment. This will depend on the location of the areas and how the event is
organized.
In the hope that this document has been helpful and has cleared any doubts, RDS
gives all riders a sincere "good luck" and have fun.
RDS s.r.l.
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5.3. Helicopter Registration Form
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5.4. Reconnaissance Registration Form
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5.5. Registration Form Reconnaissance Only
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5.6. Request Consecutive Service Area
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